
Olmsted &

our Scarboro Community



Olmsted is a way of living 



It is the way we live in Scarboro...



we live with curvilinear streets, natural 
topography, beautifully treed streetscapes, 

thoughtfully placed greenspaces and gracious 
setbacks





Frederick Olmsted was a landscape architect from 
the 19th century. He designed numerous parks and 

neighbourhoods in North America, including 
Central Park in New York 





His nephew and adopted son, John Charles 
Olmsted worked in his firm and continued his 

legacy founding the Olmsted Brothers. Among his 
many projects was Scarboro





In his designs, John Olmsted remained sensitive to 
site context - protecting and enhancing natural 
scenery; created spaces for communicativness 

(interaction among neighbours) and valued 
spacious grounds to provide relief from bustling 

20th century, grid citiscapes



The form of our community is the result of 
thoughtful, intentional design



At the centre of this intention were values



The value to respect a site, to honour curves and 
hills and respond sensitively to the context



design principles_site 

1. maintain undulating topography

2. lay streets along natural curves  



The value to heighten one's sense of connection & 
mystery with nature



design principles_mood

1. use foliage, light and shadow

2. perspective effect  



Olmsted introduced “complexity of light and shadow near 
the eye" to heighten another aspect of nature—its mystery 
and bounteousness. To achieve a sense of mystery, he used 

a variety of tints and textures of foliage that made forms 
indistinct and created a constantly changing play of light 

and shadow. 





“A crucial element in securing composition was the 
effective organization of space. No matter how limited the 

area he had to design, Olmsted sought to create a 
‘perspective effect’, increasing the sense of space..”





The value to imbed a social community in its 
environment



design principle_making community 

1. curved streets and an avoidance of right-angled 
intersections create triangular green spaces 

adding to the public spaces of the community 







The layout and development of the undulating landscape 
with gracefully curved, tree lined streets resulted in the 

typical generously sized residential lots and a collection of 
easily accessible parks and open space for residents to 

enjoy



The value of nature to provide relief from modern, 
urban life



design principles_nature and the soul

1. large setbacks increase separation from the 
road allowing for a more rural feeling in an 

urban context

2. park spaces within 600m of each house



Scarboro has “larger setbacks...intended to provide 
increased separation from the road and a more 

pleasant and rural feeling when driving or walking 
within the suburb. The intention was to imply 
leisure, contemplativeness, and tranquility.”







“Olmsted used the style of the beautiful or as he 
usually called it, the pastoral - to create a sense of 
the peacefulness of nature to soothe and restore 

the spirit” 




